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INTRODUCTION
Our main result is as follows:
Ž .MAIN THEOREM 4.9 . Let A : B be a subintegral extension of positi¤ely
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w Ž .xwhere j is the isomorphism gi¤en by 7, 4.4 . All of the abo¤e diagramsBr A
are commutati¤e, and all of the maps are functorial group isomorphisms.
Ž .Here I A, B is the multiplicative group of all invertible A-submodules
of B, related to Pic by the exact sequence
1 “ A=“ B=“ I A , B “ Pic A “ Pic BŽ . Ž . Ž .
w Ž .x6, 2.4 . For other notation see Section 1. The maps are defined in
Section 4.
Of the isomorphisms appearing above, the one that is really new is z .Br A
It is also the most general, and the one that requires the most work. The
role of w and c , which are determined by the other maps, is toBr A Br A
Ž .complete the diagrams and to exhibit I A , B as the associated gradedw w
Ž .of I A, B with respect to some natural filtrations.
If A contains a field then, as noted, the isomorphism j appears inBr A
w Ž .x w Ž .x6, 5.6 for characteristic zero and in 7, 4.4 for positive characteristic.
Whereas j is obtained for arbitrary rings containing a field of charac-Br A
w Ž .x Ž w Ž .x. w Ž .xteristic zero in 6, 5.6 combined with 4, 2.3 , it is done in 7, 4.4
Ž .only or essentially for positively graded rings with a 0th degree compo-
nent that is a field of positive characteristic. Our attempt to find an
Ž .analogue of j in general i.e., for rings that may not contain a fieldBr A
yielded the isomorphisms z and h in the case of positively gradedBr A Br A
rings.
Suppose A contains a field of characteristic zero. Then, because the
Ž . Ž . Ž .isomorphisms A l and I l are obtained trivially see Section 1 , the
w Ž .xgraded case of 6, 5.6 is an immediate corollary of our main theorem.
Furthermore, if A is positively graded with A a field of characteristic0
Ž .zero, A is reduced, and B is the seminormalization of A, then I A, B s
Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .xPic A 6, 2.5 . Therefore 2, 3.6 is also a corollary of our main
theorem.
Because a subintegral extension is a filtered union of elementary subin-
Ž .tegral extensions see Section 1 , it is natural to look for the reduction of a
given problem to the elementary case, in which case almost everything is
transparent. The proof of the main theorem here, like those of similar
w x w xresults in 6 and 7 , is done in two steps: one, construct the map; two,
prove that the map is an isomorphism. Although the construction does not
seem to reduce to the elementary case, we show that the second step can
be reduced not only to an elementary subintegral extension, but in fact to
w x 2an extension of the type A : A b with b s 0, which we call a very
Ž .elementary subintegral extension. This is done in Section 3 Theorem 3.7
in an appropriately abstract setting.
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Given this result, the remaining problem is that of constructing the
maps, particularly z . Here the difficulty lies in proving that a certainBr A
module is invertible. For rings containing a field of characteristic zero, this
w xproblem was solved in 6 by finding an elementwise characterization of
subintegrality and by showing invertibility in the generic setup over Q. We
need similar results over Z. The same elementwise characterization be-
wcomes, for arbitrary rings, a characterization for weak subintegrality 5,
Ž .x6.10 . This is enough for the application we want, because subintegrality
implies weak subintegrality. As for invertibility in the generic setup over Z,
it turns out that keeping track of denominators of the coefficients appear-
ing in the proof over Q is not really practicable, because not all elements
appear explicitly. We find it simpler to redo the proof with appropriate
modifications, so that it works over Z for divided power algebras. This is
Ž .done in Section 2 Theorem 2.1 , where we show that the generic proto-
type over Z is invertible. This leads to the construction of z in SectionBr A
4, where we also construct the other maps and prove the main theorem.
Sections 2 and 3 are independent of each other.
1. NOTATION
All of the rings we consider are commutative with 1, and all ring
homomorphisms are unitary.
Ž . Ž .For an extension A : B of rings , I A, B denotes the multiplicative
group of all invertible A-submodules of B. Clearly, I is a functor from
extensions of rings to abelian groups. For some other properties of I, see
w x6, Sect. 2 .
Recall that an elementary subintegral extension is an extension A : B
w x 2 3such that B s A b for some b with b , b g A.
An extension A : B is said to be subintegral if it is a filtered union of
elementary subintegral extensions, that is, for each b g B there exists a
finite sequence A s C : C : ??? : C : B of extensions such that C0 1 r i
: C is elementary subintegral for each i, 0 F i F r y 1, and b g Ciq1 r
Ž w x.see Swan 8 . It is clear that this property also holds when the single
element b is replaced by a finite subset of B.
Now, let A s [ A : B s [ B be an extension of positivelyn nnG 0 nG 0
graded rings with A s B .0 0
Ž .Let M s m , m , m , . . . be a strictly increasing sequence of positive1 2 3
integers. Put m s 1, and for a nonnegative integer d define F s0 M , d
Ž . Ž .F A, B s A q Ý B . Then F s F is a decreasing filtra-M , d nG m n M M , d dG 0d
tion of graded A-subalgebras of B with F s B and F F s A.M , 0 dG 0 M , d
Ž . Ž .Defining F I A, B s I A, F , we get a decreasing filtrationM , d M , d
Ž . Ž . Ž .of subgroups on I A, B with F I A, B s I A, B andM , 0
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Ž . Ž .F F I A, B s 1 see Corollary 3.11 , where we show thatdG 0 M , d
Ž .  Ž . 4. Ž .F I A, B s I g I A, B N I : F . Let gr I A, B denote the as-M , d M , d M
sociated graded:
gr I A , B s F I A , B rF I A , B .Ž . Ž . Ž .[M M , d M , dq1
dG0
Two special cases of this construction that appear in the statement of the
main theorem are given by M s N, the sequence of all positive integers,
v Ž 2 3 .and M s p s p, p , p , . . . , the sequence of all positive powers of a
positive integer p.
Note that the equalities
F I A , B s I A , B and F I A , B s 1Ž . Ž . Ž .FN , 0 N , d
dG0
Ž . Ž .mean that gr I A, B is of the ``same size'' as I A, B .N
ÃFor a positively graded ring A as above, denote by A the completion of
A with respect to the ideal A s [ A .q nnG1Ã ÃLet A denote the ring having the same additive group as A but withw
w wŽ .multiplication denoted , given on homogeneous elements by f g s
m q nŽ . Ž . Ž .fg, where m s deg f , n s deg g , and extended by bilinearity andm
Ãcompletion. With obvious notation, we have the subring A of A . Thew w
Ã Ãrings A and A are the di¤ided power algebras associated with A and A,w w
respectively.
wWe shall put in an appropriate place to indicate that an operation is
wto be performed in a ring with multiplication . For example, if f g A,
then while f n denotes the nth power of f in the ring A, we shall write f w n
to denote the nth power of f in the ring A .w
Note that sending a positively graded ring A to its associated divided
Žpower algebra A gives a functor from the category of graded rings withw
.graded ring homomorphisms to itself.
Let l: A “ A be the additive group homomorphism that is multiplica-w
tion by n! on the homogeneous component A . This map is functorial, andn
wthe definition of shows that it is a graded ring homomorphism.
If A contains a field of characteristic zero, then l is clearly an
Ž . Ž .isomorphism of graded Q-algebras, and it follows that I l : I A, B “
Ž .I A , B is an isomorphism of groups. Similarly, if A denotes thew w
Ž .functor taking A, B to the additive group BrA, then we get the isomor-
Ž .phism A l : BrA “ B rA . Identifying B rA with BrA as additivew w w w
Ž .groups, we get the isomorphism A l : BrA “ BrA. This is one of the
maps appearing in the statement of the main theorem.
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2. THE GENERIC SETUP OVER Z
w xLet S s Z x , . . . , x , z , where q is a nonnegative integer and x , . . . , x ,1 q 1 q
z are indeterminates. Put x s 1. Let d be a fixed positive integer, and let0
Ž . Ž .the ring S be graded by deg x s di for every i and deg z s d. Leti
Ã w xww xxS s Z x , . . . , x z .1 q
q n ny iŽ .Define g s Ý x z for n G 0. Note that g is homogeneous ofn is0 i ni
degree dn, and g s 1.0
Ž .Let R be the graded subring of S generated by g , g , g , . . . , and let1 2 3
Ã ÃR be the z-adically complete subring of S generated by R.
Ã Ã ÃThe ring R can be described as follows: an element f of S belongs to R
Ž .if and only if f is a possibly infinite sum of monomials in g , g , g , . . .1 2 3
Ž .each monomial involving only finitely many g 's with integer coefficientsn
such that for any given positive integer m, all but finitely many of the
Ž .monomials appearing in this sum with nonzero coefficients have z-order
Žgreater than m. For instance, because the z-order of g is n y q forn
‘ Ã. Ž .n G q , the sum Ý a g with a g Z is an element of R.ns0 n n n
Ã ÃLet S , S , R , and R denote the divided power algebras associatedw w w w
Ã Ãwith S, S, R, and R, respectively. Note that the ring R need not bew
generated as a subring of S by g , g , g , . . . .w 1 2 3
Ž .For n G 0 let s d, n be defined by the formula
dn !Ž .
s d , n s .Ž . n
n! d!Ž .
Ž .It is checked easily that s d, n is a positive integer for every n G 0 and
Ž . Ž .that s d, 0 s s d, 1 s 1.
For a homogeneous element f of S of degree d and of positive z-order,
define
‘
nE f s s d , n f .Ž . Ž .Ýd
ns0
ÃŽ . Ž .Because the s d, n are integers, E f is an element of S and henced
Ãof S .w
Ã ] Ãw wŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..Let I s R E z l S and I s R E yz l S . These arew d w w d w
R -submodules of S .w w
Our aim in this section is to prove the following.
w ]Ž w Ž .x.THEOREM 2.1 cf. 6, 3.8 . We ha¤e I I s R . Consequently, I andw
] Ž .I belong to I R , S and are in¤erses of each other.w w
To prove this we need some preparation.
Ã Xw x w xww xxPut S9 s Q x , . . . , x , z and S9 s Q x , . . . , x z , and let S and1 q 1 q w
ÃXS be the corresponding divided power algebras.w
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Recall from Section 1 that the map l : S9 “ SX , which is multiplicationw
by n! on homogeneous elements of degree n, is a graded Q-algebra
Ã ÃXisomorphism. It extends to an isomorphism l: S9 “ S .w
Ž .The integers s d, n defined above satisfy, and are in fact motivated by,
the following equality for every homogeneous element f of S9 of degree d:
f w n
ns d , n f s .Ž .
n!
Ž .Thus if f is, moreover, of positive z-order, then E f is simply thed
w f wexponential series e of f under the multiplication .
In view of this and the isomorphism l, Theorem 2.1 should follow, in
w Ž .xprinciple, from 6, 3.8 . The only difficulty lies in the possibility that
coefficients of some of the intervening elements may be in Q rather than
in Z. Keeping track of denominators of the elements appearing in the
w Ž .xproof of 6, 3.8 does not seem practicable, because not all such elements
appear explicitly. We find it simpler to redo the proof over Z in the
notation introduced above, using the isomorphism l, which is over Q, to
show that certain identities hold.
In the proof over Z given below, there is also an element of simplifica-
tion because we have taken the ring R to be generated by all g rathern
w xthan by g for n G N for some N, as was done in 6, Sect. 3 . The casen
N s 1 is enough for our purposes.
ÃX ÃX y1Ž .Let › : S “ S be the map defined by › s ld! ›r› z l , wherew w w w
Ã›r› z is the partial derivation of S9 with respect to z. Then › is aw
ÃX q iww x Ž .Q x , . . . , x -linear derivation of S . Let D s Ý s d, i x › .1 q w w is0 i w
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. 1 If f and g are homogeneous elements of S of degree d
wŽ . Ž . Ž .and of positi¤e z-order, then E f q g s E f E g . Moreo¤er,d d d
wŽ . Ž .E f E yf s 1.d d
Ž . i Ž n. Ž Ž . Ž .. ny i i Ž n.2 › z s s d, n y i rs d, n z if n G i and › z s 0 if nw w
- i.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .3 › E z s E z and › E yz s yE yz .w d d w d d
i n n ny i ÃwŽ . Ž Ž . .Ž . Ž . Ž ww xx .4 s d, i x › z s x z . Consequently, D Z z : S .i w i w wi
Ž . Ž n.5 D z s g for e¤ery n G 0.n
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 is immediate from the observation made above that E f sd
w f Ž . Ž .e , and 2 follows directly from the definition of › . 3 is immediatew
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..from 2 , and 4 follows from 2 by noting that s d, i s d, n y i rs d, n ?
ndnŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .s . 5 is immediate from 4 .idi
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Let D denote the composite
wŽ .w E zŽ .E yz dd D6 6 Ã Ãw x w xZ z Z z S “ Sw ww w
and D] the composite
w wŽ . Ž .E z E yzd D d6 6 6Ã Ãw x w xZ z Z z S S .w ww w
Ž Ž .. Ž . ]Ž Ž .. Ž .Note that D E z s E z and D E yz s E yz .d d d d
q i w i ]Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.3. 1 D s Ý y1 s d, i x 1 y › and D sis0 i w
q i ÃwŽ . Ž . Ž ww xx .Ý s d, i x 1 q › as maps from Z z to S .is0 i w w w
Ž . Ž w x . ]Ž w x . ]2 D Z z : I and D Z z : I .w w
Ž .Proof. 1 This is a straightforward verification using Leibniz' rule for
the powers of › and properties proved in Lemma 2.2.w
w ‘ iŽ . w x Ž .2 Let f g Z z . Write E yz f s Ý a z with a g Z. Thenw d is0 i i
‘ i ‘ ÃwŽ Ž . . Ž .D E yz f s D Ý a z s Ý a g g R . Therefore,d is0 i is0 i i w
Ã Ãw w wD f s E z D E yz f g E z R : S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .d d d w w
Ž . X Ž .Also, D f g S in view of 1 . Thus,w
Ã Ã X Ãw wD f g E z R l S l S s E z R l S s I.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .d w w w d w w
] ]Ž w x . Ž w x .This proves that D Z z : I. Similarly, D Z z : I .w w
r i ryi w ] iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let g z s Ý y1 s d, r y i s d, i D z D z ,r is0
n Ž .and let n G 2 q. Then Ý g z s 1.rs0 r
Proof. We have
w1 s E z E yzŽ . Ž .d d
w ]s D E z D E yzŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .d d
‘ ‘
ii ] iws s d , i D z y1 s d , i D zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýž / ž /
is0 is0
‘ r
i ryi ] iws y1 s d , r y i s d , i D z D zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýž /
rs0 is0
‘
s g z .Ž .Ý r
rs0
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Ž .Therefore it is enough to prove that g z s 0 for every r ) 2 q. To do thisr
ÃXwe may work in the ring S . Let r ) 2 q. Then for a given i we havew
r y i ) q or i ) q. Because › q is the highest power of › appearing in Dw w
Ž ]. Ž . Ž ry i. ]Ž i.resp. D by Lemma 2.3 1 , D z or D z is a multiple of z in the
Ã Ž .ring S, that is, g z has no constant term as a power series in z. Thereforer
Ž Ž ..it is enough to prove that › g z s 0. Noting that › commutes with D,w r w
] Ž .D in view of Lemma 2.3 1 , using properties proved in Lemma 2.2 and
Ž .writing s d, y1 s 0, we get
r
i
› g z s y1 s d, r y i s d, iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýw r
is0
ry i ] i ryi ] iw w= D › z D z q D z D › zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
r
is y1 s d, r y i s d, iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
is0
s d , r y i y 1Ž .
ry iy1 ] iw= D z D zŽ . Ž .
s d , r y iŽ .
s d, i y 1Ž .
ry i ] iy1wq D z D zŽ . Ž .
s d, iŽ .
r
i ryiy1 ] iws y1 s d , i s d, r y i y 1 D z D zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
is0
ry i ] iy1wqs d, r y i s d, i y 1 D z D zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s 0,
Ž .because terms involving s d, y1 are zero and the remaining terms cancel
out.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We have
] Ã Ãw w w wI I s R E z l S R E yz l SŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /w d w w d w
Ã: R l S s R .w w w
w ]So it is enough to prove that 1 g I I . Choose any integer n ) 2 q.
Ž . ny1 Ž . iWriting E f s Ý s d, i f for a homogeneous element f of S ofd, n is0
degree d, we have
w ]D E z D E yzŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .d , n d , n
ny1 ny1
ii ] iws s d, i D z y1 s d, i D zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýž / ž /
is0 is0
ny1
s g z q h z ,Ž . Ž .Ý r
rs0
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where
r
i ryi ] iwg z s y1 s d , r y i s d , i D z D z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýr
is0
i w ] jŽ . Ž . Ž .and h z is a Z-linear combination of elements of the form D z D z .
w ] w ] w ]Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .By Lemma 2.3, D E z D E yz g I I and h z g I I , andd, n d, n
ny1 ]wŽ .by Lemma 2.4 Ý g z s 1. Therefore 1 g I I .rs0 r
3. REDUCTION TO A VERY ELEMENTARY
SUBINTEGRAL EXTENSION
By a ¤ery elementary subintegral extension we mean an extension A : B
w x 2such that B s A b for some b with b s 0.
Our main aim in this section is to prove Theorem 3.7, which says that a
part of the proof of the main theorem can be reduced to a very elementary
subintegral extension. We need this result for subintegral extensions of
positively graded rings with a given 0th degree component. However, the
same proof works in other situations that are of interest. Keeping this in
mind, we formulate and prove the result in an appropriately abstract
setting.
Let R denote the category of commutative rings with unitary ring
homomorphisms, and let C be a subcategory of R.
By an extension in C we mean a ring extension A : B such that A and
B are objects in C and the inclusion map A : B is a morphism in C. By a
subintegral extension in C we mean an extension in C that is subintegral
Ž .as an extension in R. By an elementary resp. a very elementary subinte-
gral extension in C we mean an extension A : B in C such that
w x 2 3 Ž 2 .B s A b for some b with b , b g A resp. b s 0 .
Let R be the category of positively graded rings and graded ringgr
Ž .homomorphisms necessarily of degree zero . For a ring k let R rkgr
denote the subcategory of R consisting of positively graded rings A withgr
A s k and graded k-algebra homomorphisms.0
Let G be one the following two categories: R or R rk. Call angr gr
extension A : B in G a homogeneous elementary subintegral extension if
there exists a homogeneous element b g B such that b2, b3 g A and
w xB s A b .
LEMMA 3.1. E¤ery subintegral extension in G is a filtered union of
homogeneous elementary subintegral extensions in G.
Proof. Let A : B be a subintegral extension in G. Let B9 be the union
of all C such that A : C : B are extensions in G and C is obtained from
A by a finite succession of homogeneous elementary subintegral extensions
in G. We have to show that B9 s B. Note that B9 is an object in G.
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Because the extension B9 : B is subintegral, it is enough to show that B9
w Ž .xis seminormal in B. Therefore by 3, 2.4 it is enough to prove that if b is
a homogeneous element of B with b2, b3 g B9, then b g B9. Given such
an element, there is an extension C : B in G such that C is obtained
from A by a finite succession of homogeneous elementary subintegral
2 3 w xextensions in G, and b , b g C. Then C b is also obtained from A by a
finite succession of homogeneous elementary subintegral extensions in G,
whence b g B9.
LEMMA 3.2. Let A : B be a subintegral extension in G. Then the exten-
sion A : B is subintegral.w w
w x 2 3Proof. Assume first that B s A b with b homogeneous and b , b g A.
Let b s b2B. Then b is a homogeneous ideal of B contained in A.
Ž .Therefore b is a homogeneous ideal of B contained in A . Let a be aw w
Ž .w 2 2 2homogeneous element of A . Then ab g Za b : b : A . Similarly,w w
Ž .w 3 w xab g A . Thereofre, A : A ab is an elementary subintegral exten-w w w
w x Ž w x .sion. Now, because every element of A b hence of B s A b is aw w
finite sum of elements of the form a9 and ab with a9, a homogeneous
elements of A, it follows that the extension A : B is subintegral. Thisw w
proves the assertion in the case where A : B is a homogeneous elemen-
tary subintegral extension in G. The general case follows from this in view
of Lemma 3.1.
Call an elementary subintegral extension A : B in C admissible in C if
2 3 w xthere exists b g B such that b , b g A, B s A b , and the natural
surjections A “ Arb2B and B “ Brb2B and the natural inclusion
Arb2B : Brb2B belong to C.
An example of an elementary subintegral extension that is not admissi-
ble appears below in Example 3.12.
We say the category C is admissible if it satisfies the following condi-
tion: If A : B is a subintegral extension in C and F is a finite subset of
B, then there exists a finite sequence A s C : C : ??? : C : B such0 1 r
that C : C is an admissible elementary subintegral extension in C fori iq1
every i, 0 F i F r y 1, C : B is an extension in C , and F : C .r r
ŽLEMMA 3.3. The categories R, k- Alg the category of k-algebras, where k
.is a ring , R , and R rk are admissible.gr gr
Proof. The assertion for R is clear, and the result for k- Alg is an
immediate consequence of this. In the case of R and R rk thegr gr
assertion follows from Lemma 3.1, because a homogeneous elementary
subintegral extension in one of these categories is clearly admissible in
that category. Note here that in the case of R rk we need only adjoingr
elements of positive degree.
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Ž . Ž .Let E C be the category of all extensions in C. The objects of E C
Ž . Ž .are pairs A, B with A : B an extension in C. A morphism A, B “
Ž . Ž . Ž .A9, B9 in E C is a pair of morphisms c : A “ A9, w : B “ B9 in C
such that w N s c .A
Let Ab be the category of abelian groups.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.4. We say a functor H : E C “ Ab is admissible if it
satisfies the following three conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 If A, B is an object in E C and b is an ideal of both A and B
such that the natural surjections A “ Arb and B “ Brb and the natural
Ž .inclusion Arb : Brb belong to C , then the induced map H A, B “
Ž .H Arb, Brb is an isomorphism.
Ž .2 If A : C : B are subintegral extensions in C , then the sequence
0 “ H A , C “ H A , B “ H C , B “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
of induced maps is exact.
Ž .3 H commutes with direct limits in the second variable; that is, if
Ž .4 Ž . Ž .A, B is a direct system in E C such that the morphisms A, B “i i
Ž .A, B of the system are identity on A, then the induced mapj
Ž . Ž .lim H A, B “ H A, lim B is an isomorphism.“ i “ i
We describe some admissible functors:
LEMMA-EXAMPLES 3.5. Let C be an admissible category. Then the follow-
ing functors to Ab are admissible:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a The functor A from E C taking A, B to the quotient BrA of the
underlying additi¤e groups.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b The functor I from E C taking A, B to I A, B .
wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .c The functor I from E G taking A, B to I A , B .w w
Ž .Proof. a This is clear.
Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž .xb This functor satisfies condition 1 of Definition 3.4 by 6, 2.6
Ž . w Ž .x Ž . Ž .4and condition 2 by 7, 3.3 . As for condition 3 , let A, B be a directi
Ž . Ž .system in E C with morphisms w : B “ B for j G i that are identityi j i j
Ž . Ž .on A. Let w denote the map I A, B “ lim I A, B and w thei i “ i
Ž . Ž .map lim I A, B “ I A, lim B . We have to show that w is bijective.“ i “ i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let I g I A, B be an element such that w I g ker w . Therei i
exist x , . . . , x g I, y , . . . , y g Iy1 such that Ým x y s 1. Because1 m 1 m rs1 r r
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž y1 ..w w I s A s w w I , we can choose an index j G i such thati i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w x , . . . , w x , w y , . . . , w y belong to A. Then w I s A.i j 1 i j m i j 1 i j m i j
This proves the injectivity of w. To prove its surjectivity, let J g
Ž . y1 nI A, lim B . Choose t , . . . , t g J, z , . . . , z g J such that Ý t z“ i 1 n 1 n rs1 r r
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s 1, and choose an index i such that the elements t , . . . , t , z , . . . , z , the1 n 1 n
equality Ýn t z s 1, and the relations t z g A for 1 F r, s F n comers1 r r r s
Ž .from B . Then J comes from I A, B .i i
Ž .c If b is an ideal of both A and B satisfying the hypotheses of
Ž . Ž .condition 1 of Definition 3.4 , then A “ Arb and B “ Brb are
morphisms in G. Consequently, b is a homogeneous ideal of A and B,
Ž .whence it is also an ideal of A and B . Therefore condition 1 followsw w
w Ž .xfrom 6, 2.6 . If A : B is subintegral, then so is A : B by Lemma 3.2.w w
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .Therefore condition 2 holds again by 7, 3.3 . Condition 3 is verified as
Ž . Ž .in case b by noting that lim B s lim B .“ i w “ iw
LEMMA 3.6. Let C be an admissible category, let H , H be admissible1 2
Ž .functors from E C to Ab, and let u : H “ H be a natural transformation1 2
Ž .of functors. Let A : C : B be subintegral extensions in C. If u A, C and
Ž . Ž .u C, B are isomorphisms, then so is u A, B .
Proof. Because H , H are admissible, the rows in the commutative1 2
diagram
6 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 H A, C H A, B H C, B 01 1 1
6 6 6
Ž . Ž . Ž .u A, C u A, B u C , B
6 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .0 H A, C H A, B H C, B 02 2 2
are exact. The lemma follows.
THEOREM 3.7. Let C be an admissible category, let H , H be admissible1 2
Ž .functors from E C to Ab, and let u : H “ H be a natural transformation1 2
Ž .of functors. Suppose u A, B is an isomorphism for e¤ery ¤ery elementary
Ž .subintegral extension A : B in C. Then u A, B is an isomorphism for e¤ery
subintegral extension A : B in C.
Proof. We divide the proof into three steps.
Ž .Step 1. We show that u A, B is an isomorphism for every admissible
elementary subintegral extension in C. Let A : B be such an extension.
2 3 w xChoose b g B such that b , b g A, B s A b , and the natural surjections
A “ A9 and B “ B9 and the natural inclusion A9 : B9 belong to C ,
where A9 s Arb2B and B9 s Brb2B. The extension A9 : B9 is a very
Ž .elementary subintegral extension in C , whence u A9, B9 is an isomor-
phism by assumption. Now, because H and H are admissible, the maps1 2
Ž . Ž .H A, B “ H A9, B9 are isomorphisms for i s 1, 2. It follows thati i
Ž .u A, B is an isomorphism.
Step 2. Let A : B be a subintegral extension in C such that B is
finitely generated as an A-algebra. Because C is admissible, there exists a
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finite sequence A s C : C : ??? : C s B such that each C : C is0 1 r i iq1
an admissible elementary subintegral extension in C. Now, in view of
Ž .Lemma 3.6, it follows from Step 1 by induction on r that u A, B is an
isomorphism.
Step 3. Let A : B be any subintegral extension in C. It follows from
the admissibility of C that for every finite subset F of B there exist
extensions A : C : B in C such that C is finitely generated as an
A-algebra and F : C. Therefore the extension A : B is the direct limit of
finitely generated subextensions A : C in C. Now the bijectivity of
Ž .u A, B follows from Step 2, because H , H commute with direct limits in1 2
the second variable.
Call an extension A : B in G a homogeneous ¤ery elementary subintegral
w x 2extension if B s A b with b homogeneous and b s 0.
Although a homogeneous very elementary subintegral extension in G is
clearly a very elementary subintegral extension in G, the converse is not
Ž .true see the last part of Example 3.12 below .
Ž .COROLLARY 3.8. Let C s G in the abo¤e theorem. Suppose u A, B is
an isomorphism for e¤ery homogeneous ¤ery elementary subintegral extension
Ž .A : B in G. Then u A, B is an isomorphism for e¤ery subintegral extension
A : B in G.
Proof. Note that G is an admissible category by Lemma 3.3. It follows
Ž .by the argument of Step 1 above that u A, B is an isomorphism for every
homogeneous elementary subintegral extension A : B in G. Now, the
arguments of Steps 2 and 3 work in this case in view of Lemma 3.1.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let A : B be an extension such that there is an ideal b
of B with B s A q b and b 2 s 0. Then the map
j : BrA s brb l A “ I A , BŽ .Br A
Ž . Ž .gi¤en by j b s A 1 q b for b g b is a well-defined isomorphismBr A
of groups. Here b denotes the class of b g b modulo A.
Ž .Proof. The triple A : B, b , 2 is an admissible extension in the termi-
w x w Ž .xnology of 7, Sect. 2 . Hence the lemma is a special case of 7, 2.6 .
However, this special case has a short, simple proof, which we find to be
worth presenting, particularly in the spirit of Theorem 3.7.
Let R= denote the group of units of a ring R. Let b, b9 g b. Because
2 = Ž .Ž .b s 0, we have 1 q b g B and 1 q b q b9 s 1 q b 1 q b9 . Further-
more, 1 q b g A= if and only if b g A. It follows that the map b “ B=
given by b ‹ 1 q b induces an injective group homomorphism z : brb l
A “ B=rA=. The conditions B s A q b and b 2 s 0 imply that every unit
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of B is of the form a q b with a g A= and b g b. It follows that z is
surjective and hence is an isomorphism.
Ž .Now, because Brb s ArA l b , the group I ArA l b , Brb is trivial.
Ž . Ž . wFurthermore, because b is nilpotent, Pic A s Pic ArA l b 1, Chap.
Ž .x Ž . Ž .III, 2.12 . It follows that the image of I A, B in Pic A is trivial.
= = Ž .Therefore, the natural map u : B rA “ I A, B is an isomorphism by
w Ž .x6, 2.4 . Now, because j s uz , the proposition is proved.Br A
The above result applies notably to a very elementary subintegral
w x 2extension A : B s A b with b s 0 and b s bB.
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let A : B be a subintegral extension. Then there is no
inclusion relation among in¤ertible A-submodules of B; that is, if I, J g
Ž .I A, B and I : J, then I s J.
Proof. The inclusion I : J is equivalent to the inclusion IJy1 : A.
Ž .Therefore it is enough to prove the following assertion: If I g I A, B
and I : A, then Iy1 : A.
To prove this, suppose first that A : B is a very elementary subintegral
extension. Then there is an ideal b of B with B s A q b and b 2 s 0. So
Ž .we have the isomorphism j s j : BrA “ I A, B given by PropositionBr A
Ž . Ž .3.9. Let I s j b s A 1 q b with b g b. Then I : A implies that 1 q b
y1 Ž . Ž .g A. Therefore 1 y b g A, whence I s j yb s A 1 y b : A. This
proves the assertion if A : B is a very elementary subintegral extension.
Now, suppose A : B is an elementary subintegral extension. Then there
2 Ž .is an ideal b of B with B s A q b and b : A. Because I A, B s
Ž 2 2 . w Ž .x 2 2I Arb , Brb by 6, 2.6 and Arb : Brb is a very elementary
subintegral extension, the assertion follows from the previous case.
In the general case, choose x , . . . , x g I, y , . . . , y g Iy1 such that1 m 1 m
Ým x y s 1. Then Iy1 is generated as an A-module by y , . . . , y . Therejs1 j j 1 m
exists a finite sequence A s C : C : ??? : C : B such that C : C0 1 r i iq1
is an elementary subintegral extension for each i, 0 F i F r y 1, and
y1 Ž .y , . . . , y g C . We have I : C . Therefore, IC g I C , C and1 m r r ry1 ry1 r
IC : C . By the elementary case, we get Iy1 : C , and now thery1 ry1 ry1
assertion follows by induction on r.
COROLLARY 3.11. Let A : C : B be subintegral extensions. Then
Ž .  Ž . 4I A, C s I g I A, B N I : C . In particular, in the notation of Section 1,
Ž .  Ž . 4we ha¤e F I A, B s I g I A, B N I : F .M , d M , d
Ž . y1 Ž .Proof. Let I g I A, B with inverse I . Then IC g I C, B . Suppose
I : C. Then IC : C, whence IC s C by the above proposition, and we
Ž .y1 y1 y1get C s IC s I C. This shows that I : C, and it follows that
Ž .I g I A, C .
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Here is the example we have referred to at two places in this section.
EXAMPLE 3.12. Let k be a field of characteristic 2. Make the polyno-
w xmial ring k T , X, Y graded by assigning degrees 0, 1, 3 to T , X, Y, res-
w x w xpectively. Let B s k T , X, Y ra , where a is the ideal of k T , X, Y gen-
erated by TY, XY, X 3, Y 3. Then B is a positively graded ring. Let A s
w Ž . 2 2 xk t, 1 y t x, x , y : B, where t, x, y are the natural images of T , X, Y.
Ž . Ž .Then A is a graded subring of B. Because x s 1 y t x q t x q y , we
w x Ž .2 Ž .3have B s A x q y . Furthermore, x q y g A and x q y s 0. So A :
B is an elementary subintegral extension in the category G of positively
graded rings. We shall show that this extension is not admissible in G.
Assuming to the contrary, there exists b g B such that b2, b3 g A,
w x 2B s A b and the ideal b B is homogeneous. The last condition is a
consequence of the requirement that the natural surjection B “ Brb2B
be a morphism in G. We shall derive a contradiction. We have B s B [0
w xB [ B [ B [ B with B s k t , the polynomial ring over k in the1 2 3 6 0
w x w x 2 2variable t, B s k t x, B s k t x , B s ky, and B s ky . Let A s1 2 3 6 1
w xŽ .k t 1 y t x. Then A s B [ A [ B [ B . Let C s B [ A [ B [ B0 1 2 6 0 1 2 3
[ B and D s B [ B [ B [ B . Then C and D are proper subrings of6 0 1 2 6
B containing A. So b f C and b f D.
2 2 w xWe can write b s f q gx q hx q m y q n y with f , g, h g k t and
Ž .m, n g k. Because b f C, we have g 1 / 0, and because b f D, we have
m / 0. Because the homogeneous component of b3 of degree 1 is f 2 gx
3 2Ž . Ž . Ž .and b g A, we have f 1 g 1 s 0, whence f 1 s 0.
We have b2 s f 2 q g 2 x 2 q m2 y2. Because b2B is a homogeneous ideal,
the homogeneous components of b2, namely f 2, g 2 x 2 and m2 y2, belong to
b2B. Therefore,
f 2 s f 2 q g 2 x 2 q m2 y2 f q g x q h x 2 q m y q n y2Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1
w xfor some f , g , h g k t and m , n g k. Comparing homogeneous com-1 1 1 1 1
ponents of degrees 0 and 2, we get f 2 s f 2 f and 0 s f 2 h q g 2 f . If1 1 1
f / 0, then these relations give 1 s f and 0 s f 2 h q g 2, a contradiction,1 1
Ž . Ž . 2 2 2 2 2because f 1 s 0 and g 1 / 0. So f s 0, whence b s g x q m y . Now,
using the fact that m2 y2 g b2B, we get
m2 y2 s g 2 x 2 q m2 y2 f q g x q h x 2 q m y q n y2Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2 2
s g 2 x 2 q m2 y2 fŽ . 2
w xfor some f , g , h g k t and m , n g k. Comparing homogeneous com-2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 Ž .ponents of degrees 2 and 6, we get 0 s g f and m s m f 0 . Because2 2
g / 0, the first relation gives f s 0, and this is inconsistent with the2
second relation, because m / 0.
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This contradiction proves that the extension A : B is not an admissible
elementary subintegral extension in G. Of course, B can be obtained from
Ž .A by a succession of two homogeneous therefore admissible elementary
subintegral extensions in G, by first adjoining x then y, confirming in this
case the property proved in Lemma 3.1.
Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 .Let B9 s Br x , y B and A9 s Ar x , y A s Ar x , y B. Then
w x Ž .2B9 s A9 x9 q y9 and x9 q y9 s 0, where x9, y9 are, respectively, the
natural images of x, y in B9. So A9 : B9 is a very elementary subintegral
extension in G. It is checked easily that B9 cannot be obtained from A9 by
adjoining a single homogeneous element. Therefore A9 : B9 is not a
homogeneous very elementary subintegral extension.
4. ISOMORPHISMS
In this section we construct the maps appearing in the main theorem
and prove that they are isomorphisms. As mentioned in the Introduction,
the map that needs the most work is z . We apply the generic construc-Br A
tion of Section 2 to obtain this map.
Let A s [ A : B s [ B be a subintegral extension of posi-n nnG 0 nG 0 Ã Ãtively graded rings with A s B . Let A and B be the completions of A0 0
and B with respect to the ideals A s [ A and B s [ B ,q n q nnG1 nG1
respectively.
Ã ÃLet A , A , B , B be the corresponding divided power algebras.w w w w
Let d be a positive integer. For b g B defined
‘
nE b s s d, n b ,Ž . Ž .Ýd
ns0
ÃŽ .where s d, n are the integers defined in Section 2. This an element of B.
Define
Ã wJ b s A E b l B .Ž . Ž .Ž .d w d w
This is an A -submodule of B .w w
wŽ . Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let b g B . Then J b J yb s A . Consequently,d d d w
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J b g I A , B , and J yb is the in¤erse of J b .d w w d d
w Ž .xProof. By 5, 6.10 there exist an integer q G 0 and elements
q n ny iŽ .c , . . . , c g B with the following property: if we write g s Ý c b1 q n is0 ii
with c s 1, then g g A for all n G 1. We may assume that each c is0 n i
homogeneous of degree di. We use now the notation of Section 2. Let
Ž .w : S “ B be the ring homomorphism given by w x s c for every i andi i
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Ž . Ž .w z s b. Then w is a graded ring homomorphism and w g s g forn n
Ž .every n, and consequently, w R : A. Extending w to the completions and
Ã Ãw Ž .applying , we get a ring homomorphism w : S “ B such that w Sw w w w w
Ã Ã ]Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .: B and w R : A . It follows that w I : J b and w I :w w w w w d w
w ]Ž . Ž .J yb . Therefore, because I I s R by Theorem 2.1, we get 1 s w 1d w w
w wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .g J b J yb . On the other hand, because E b E yb sd d d d
wŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .w E z E yz s w 1 s 1 by Lemma 2.2 1 , it follows thatw d d w
Ãw wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .J b J yb : A l B s A . Therefore J b J yb s A .d d w w w d d w
Ž .LEMMA 4.2. The map J : B “ I A , B is a group homomorphismd d w w
Ž .with A : ker J .d d
wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. As in Lemma 2.2 1 , we have E b q b9 s E b E b9 ford d d
w wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b, b9 g B . Therefore J b J b9 : J b q b9 , whence J b J b9d d d d d d
Ž .s J b q b9 by Proposition 3.10. This proves that J is a group homomor-d d
ÃŽ . Ž .phism. If a g A , then E a , E ya g A , from which it follows thatd d d w
Ž . Ž .J a s A , that is, a g ker J .d w d
Ž .DEFINITION 4.3. of z . Taking the direct sum of J , we get a groupBr A d
Ž . Ž .homomorphism J s [ J : B “ I A , B given by J b sd q w wd G 1
Ž .Ł J b , where b s Ý b is the homogeneous decomposition ofw dG1 d d dG1 d
b g B with b homogeneous of degree d. Moreover, we have A :q d q
Ž .ker J . Therefore, remembering that A s B , J induces a group homo-0 0
morphism,
z : BrA s B rA “ I A , B ,Ž .Br A q q w w
given by
z b s J b ,Ž . Ž .ŁBr A d d
wdG1
Ž .where the bar denotes the class modulo A.
w Ž .x ŽRemark 4.4. The conditions of 5, 6.10 hold also for in fact, charac-
.terize weakly subintegral elements. Therefore we get the homomorphism
Ž .z : BrA “ I A , B also in the case in which the extension A : B isBr A w w
w Ž .xweakly subintegral, except that in this case we should use 6, 2.8 rather
wŽ . Ž . Ž .than Proposition 3.10 to check the equality J b J b9 s J b q b9 .d d d
THEOREM 4.5. Let A : B be a subintegral extension of positi¤ely graded
Ž .rings with A s B . Then the map z : BrA “ I A , B constructed0 0 Br A w w
abo¤e is a functorial group isomorphism.
Proof. Let k s A . We work in the category R rk of positively graded0 gr
rings with 0th degree component equal to k and graded k-algebra homo-
morphisms. Let A9 : B9 be a subintegral extension in R rk, and letgr
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Ž .w : B “ B9 be a morphism in R rk such that w A : A9. Let d be agr
Ã wŽŽ Ž ..positive integer, and let b g B . Then the inclusion w A E b ld w w d
ÃX X Ãw w. Ž Ž Ž ... ŽŽ Ž .. .B : A E w b l B is clear. Therefore w A E b l Bw w d w w w d w
ÃX XwŽ Ž Ž ...s A E w b l B by Proposition 3.10. The functoriality of zw d w Br A
follows.
wŽ .Now, writing z A, B for z , z : A “ I is a natural transformationBr A
of functors in the notation of Lemma-Examples 3.5. We have to show that
Ž .z A, B is an isomorphism for every subintegral extension A : B in
R rk. In view of Lemma 3.3, Lemma-Examples 3.5, and Corollary 3.8, it isgr
Ž .enough to show that z A, B is an isomorphism for every homogeneous
w xvery elementary subintegral extension A : B in R rk. Let then A : A tgr
s B be such an extension with t homogeneous and t 2 s 0. We may
assume that the degree of t is positive. Writing b s Bt, we have B s A q
b , BrA s brb l A, and b 2 s 0.
We claim that in this case z is given by the following formula:Br A
wz b s A 1 q b for b g b .Ž . Ž .Br A w
To see this, let b s Ý b with b g b homogeneous of degree d.dG1 d d
2 Ã wŽ . Ž . ŽBecause b s 0, we have E b s 1 q b . Therefore, J b s Ad d d d d d w
ÃwŽ .. Ž . Ž .1 q b l B . Let y s f 1 q b g J b with f g A . Then f sd w d d d w
w w wŽ . Ž . Ž .f 1 q b 1 y b s y 1 y b g B , whence f g A and y gd d d w w
w wŽ . Ž . Ž .A 1 q b . This shows that J b : A 1 q b . The other inclusionw d d d w d
wŽ . Ž . Ž .being trivial, we get J b s A 1 q b . Therefore, z b sd d w d Br A
w w 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł J b s A Ł 1 q b s A 1 q Ý b , because bw dG1 w dG1d d w d w dG1 d
s 0. This proves our claim.
Now, b is an ideal of B , B s A q b and bw 2 s 0. Therefore,w w w
because BrA s B rA , the property of z just proved means thatw w Br A
z s j in the notation of Proposition 3.9. Therefore, z is anBr A B r A Br Aw w
isomorphism by Proposition 3.9.
As BrA is a graded abelian group, the isomorphism z induces aBr A
Ž .gradation on I A , B for which the component of degree d isw w
Ž .z B rA . In 4.8 below we describe this gradation in terms of invertibleBr A d d
modules.
Ž Ž .DEFINITION 4.6 of j : BrA “ I A, B in the case where A containsBr A
.a field of characteristic zero . Let d be a positive integer. For b g Bd
Ã b bŽ .define K b s Ae l B, where e is the usual exponential series of b,d
Ãand the intersection is taken in B. Recall from Section 1 that we have the
graded Q-algebra isomorphism l: B “ B , which is multiplication by n!w
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on B . This extends to the completions, and we haven
w nn‘ ‘ ‘b l bŽ . nbl e s l s s s d , n l b s E l b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý dž /n! n!ns0 ns0 ns0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Consequently, l K b s J l b , whence it follows from Lemma 4.2d d
Ž . Ž .that K : B “ I A, B is a group homomorphism with A : ker K .d d d d
Now, following the steps of Definition 4.3, we get a group homomorphism,
j : BrA s B rA “ I A , B ,Ž .Br A q q
given by
j b s K b .Ž . Ž .ŁBr A d d
dG1
Ž . Ž .It is clear from this definition that we have I l j s z A l , whereBr A Br A
A is the functor taking the extension A : B to the additive group
BrA s B rA .w w
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let n be a positi¤e integer such that e¤ery positi¤e
Ž .integer less than n is a unit in A. Let M s m , m , m , . . . be a strictly1 2 3
increasing sequence of positi¤e integers such that nm G m for e¤eryd dq1
d G 0, where m s 1. Then there exists a commutati¤e diagram,0
BrA
6
jBr A , n , M
zBr A
c6 Br A , n , M 6
I A , Bgr I A , B Ž .Ž . w wM
of functorial group isomorphisms. Furthermore, the isomorphism j isBr A, n, M
graded and is of degree zero.
Proof. We use the notation of Section 1. For d G 0 let b s Ý B .d iG m id
Then F s F q b , and the assumption on M implies that b n :M , d M , dq1 d d
F . It follows that the filtration F s F is n-admissible with associ-M , dq1 M
 4 w xated sequence b s b in the terminology of 7, Sect. 4 . Therefore,d dG 0
we have the functorial isomorphism
j : gr BrA “ gr I A , BŽ . Ž .Br A , F b F F
w Ž .xof graded groups given by 7, 4.1 , which is of degree zero. Because
Ž . Ž .A : F for every d, we have gr BrA s gr B . We can identifyM , d F F
m dq 1y1 Ž .F rF with Ý B rA and hence gr B with BrA in a naturalM , d M , dq1 ism i i Fd
Ž . Ž .way. Furthermore, we have gr I A, B s gr I A, B by notation.F M
Therefore, the proposition follows from Theorem 4.5 by taking jBr A, n, M
y1s j and c s z j .Br A, F , b Br A, n, M Br A Br A, n, M
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Note that the hypotheses of the proposition are satisfied in the following
two cases:
Ž .1 n s 2 and M s N.
Ž .2 A contains a field of positive characteristic p, n s p, and
M s pv.
Ž .4.8. Gradation on I A , B in terms of invertible modules. Takingw w
n s 2 and M s N in the above proposition, and writing w s c ,Br A Br A, 2, N
Ž . Ž . w Ž .xwe have the isomorphism w : gr I A, B “ I A , B . By 7, 3.3Br A N w w
we have the exact sequence
1 “ I A , F “ I A , F “ I F , F “ 1Ž . Ž . Ž .N , dq1 N , d N , dq1 N , d
of natural maps. This gives a natural isomorphism,
s : I A , F rI A , F “ I F , F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .d N , d N , dq1 N , dq1 N , d
and hence a natural graded isomorphism,
s s s : gr I A , B “ I F , F ,Ž . Ž .[ [d N N , dq1 N , d
dG0 dG0
of degree zero. Composing w with sy1, we get an isomorphism,Br A
I F , F “ I A , B .Ž . Ž .[ N , dq1 N , d w w
dG0
Identifying the two groups via this isomorphism, we get a gradation on
Ž . Ž .I A , B for which the component of degree d is I F , F . Thew w N , dq1 N , d
commutativity of the diagram in Proposition 4.7 shows that this gradation
Ž .on I A , B is the same as the one obtained via z .w w Br A
Ž .MAIN THEOREM 4.9 . Let A : B be a subintegral extension of positi¤ely






6 gr I A , B ,I A , B Ž .Ž . Nw w
of functorial group isomorphisms. If A contains a field of characteristic zero,
then the diagram can be extended to




zj Br ABr A
66 wŽ . Br AI l
6
6
gr I A , B ,I A , BI A , B Ž .Ž .Ž . Nw w
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w Ž .xwhere j is the isomorphism gi¤en by 6, 5.6 . On the other hand, if ABr A




j hBr A Br A
zBr A
66 wc Br ABr A 6
6
v gr I A , B ,I A , Bgr I A , B Ž .Ž .Ž . Nw wp
w Ž .xwhere j is the isomorphism gi¤en by 7, 4.4 . All of the abo¤e diagramsBr A
are commutati¤e, and all of the maps are functorial group isomorphisms.
Proof. Defining h s j and w s c in the nota-Br A Br A, 2, N Br A Br A, 2, N
tion of Proposition 4.7, the existence of the first diagram with the desired
properties follows from Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 4.7.
If A contains a field of characteristic zero, let j be the map definedBr A
Ž . Ž .in Definition 4.6, where we noted that I l j s z A l . BecauseBr A Br A
Ž . Ž .I l and A l are clearly functorial isomorphisms, and z is a functo-Br A
rial isomorphism by Theorem 4.5, j is also a functorial isomorphism.Br A
w Ž .Ž .x w Ž .xBy 6, 5.2 3 this map j is the same as the one appearing in 6, 5.6 .Br A
For the third diagram, let j s j and c s c inBr A Br A, p, p v Br A Br A, p, p v
Proposition 4.7.
w Ž .xAs noted in the Introduction, we get 2, 3.6 and the graded case of
w Ž .x6, 5.6 as immediate corollaries.
Remark 4.10. The proof shows that the third diagram of the main
theorem exists under the following weaker conditions: p is a positive
integer and every positive integer less than p is a unit in A. This is so, for
example, if A contains a field with a characteristic that is zero or G p.
Furthermore, we can also allow p s ‘, in which case the last two diagrams
Ž w Ž .x.are the same modulo the isomorphism l cf. 7, 4.1 .
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